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About Brill’s Online Resources
The majority of Brill’s Online Resources are available on †“ve state-of-the-art platforms, each of
which are home to specific content types:
brill.com (Brill's webshop, catalog and all E-Book and Journal content in one place)
referenceworks.brillonline.com (Brill’s Online Reference Works)
bibliographies.brillonline.com (Brill’s Online Bibliographies)
primarysources.brillonline.com (Brill’s Online Primary Source Collections)
dictionaries.brillonline.com (Brill’s Online Dictionaries)
dh.brill.com/scholarlyeditions/ (text editions, critical editions, facsimiles, translations, and commentaries)
All new platforms have been created in close cooperation with researchers
and are based on the latest technological developments.

All new platforms offer
- personalization tools
- social bookmarking
- alerting services
- diƒferent search and browsing options (e.g. by title, by selection of titles, all titles)
BrillOnline for librarians
- clear distinction between subscribed and unsubscribed content
- Shibboleth login
- COUNTER compliant usage statistics
- SUSHI user statistics
- compliance with the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (PAS 78) and WCAG
- admin tool for librarians (incl. open URL preferences)
- branding options to institutional customers
- no DRM
- free MARC records
Brill oƒfers Online Resources on an outright purchase or calendar year subscription basis.
Outright purchase
- An outright purchase gives the library full archival rights.
- An outright purchase comprises a one-time fee, followed by annual update fees (if the content is still being updated).
- Update fees are charged from year 2 onwards, giving the library access to new content.
- All BrillOnline licenses are unlimited site licenses.
A copy of our license agreement for outright purchases can be found at brill.com/page/librarians.
Please note that Brill does not charge hosting / maintenance / platform fees for outright purchases.
Calendar year subscription
- Brill oƒfers calendar year subscriptions and therefore the fee is pro-rated if the subscription starts during the year.
- All BrillOnline licenses are unlimited site licenses.
- The library has access to new content updates issued during the period of the subscription.
- There are no archival rights if the library decides not to renew the subscription.
A copy of our license agreement for subscriptions can be found at brill.com/page/librarians.
For more information, pricing options, consortium arrangements and free institutional 30-day trials please contact
our Sales department at sales@brill.com.

Where to Order

For more information please contact us at sales-nl@brill.com or sales-us@brill.com for customers in the Americas.
Brill’s Online Resources Price List 2015 - January 2015 11
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The Week, 1933-1946

A leftist newsletter in times of appeasement and war
Advisor: Peter O'Connor, Musashino University, Tokyo

This online collection contains all issues of the leftist newsletter The Week,
edited and published by Claud Cockburn between 1933-1946. Over 600 issues
(3,559 pages) are available as full-text searchable PDFs.
Everything that could go wrong did go wrong in the 1930s, but one extremely
cynical observer of the world at its worst was usually right on the essentials,
even if he did tend to err on the side of hyperbole. That man was 'the
journalist’s journalist’, Claud Cockburn, who left The Times of London in 1933
to found, edit and write The Week, a closely informed, extraordinarily
prescient newsletter that serves both as a roadmap through the 1930s and
served its contemporaries as a warning of the horrors in store.
From Whitehall to Kasumigaseki to the Kremlin - some said from the
Kremlin. From Cliveden to the Commons to the Reichstag, Claud Cockburn’s
The Week brewed a potent mixture of informed gossip and brutal fact from a
network of concerned diplomatic, military and journalistic insiders gathered
during his years on The Times of London and on the far left.
Cockburn, Beijing born and the son of a British diplomat, took the pulse of the
1930s and gave his diagnosis in The Week. As he saw it, the clouds of war were
gathering and no amount of appeasement would see them off, and few
disagreed. Typed up, mimeographed and stapled in a dingy London attic,
Claud Cockburn's brown-buff coloured six-page weekly was initially mailed to
no more than a few thousand subscribers, but from its first issue of 29 March
1933 its influence soon grew out of all proportion to its circulation.
By its 4th edition in late April 1933, the circulation of The Week had not only
trebled; it had become essential reading in the London bureau of every
national daily and news agency in the world. The subscription list included
the legations and embassies of every nation represented in London and soon
in Washington, and would soon extend to Tokyo and Nanjin. In the City of
London, The Week’s subscribers included all the major British banks and
merchant banks, and the representative foreign banks of mercantile powers
the world over.
For all its casual amateurishness, its snickering asides and shoestring budget,
The Week told the movers and players of its day exactly how little they
thought of each other, exposing the fairweather alliances of the 1930s and the
utter futility of gentlemanly undertakings. Dismissed, denied and praised to
the skies as much by its contemporaries as by its successors, Claud Cockburn's
The Week is as essential reading in our day as it was in its heyday.
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•More information on brill.com/week
• E-ISSN 2667-3061
Publication Date DEC 2020
Purchase Options and 2021 Prices
•Outright Purchase: € 1.500 / US$ 1,740

Subject
LModern History

For more information please contact our Sales department
at sales@brill.com.

Warfare in North America, c. 1756-1815

British Perspectives

Academic Advisor: Stephen Conway, University College London

This collection makes available a wide selection of original documents held at
The National Archives, London, concerning warfare in North America from the
Seven Years War (1754-1763), the American Revolutionary War (1775-1783), to
the War of 1812 (1812-1815). This large collection of primary source documents
offers a unique perspective on the British view of the period, which saw a
turbulent transition of the North American colonies from British rule to fullyfledged independence.
Many different types of document are represented in the collection. Letters are
the most common, while there are also military and intelligence reports,
memoranda of various kinds, petitions and memorials from civilians, order
books giving insight into logistical and financial issues, newspaper extracts, and
material on legal cases. Most documents are hand-written, including a few
plans and maps, while some are printed. The vast majority of the texts are
written in English, with some in French and some in Spanish. Some letters
containing confidential information are even written in cypher. Warfare is the
overarching theme of the collection.
Warfare is a major theme of the collection, with insight offered into both
terrestrial and naval military operations on the ground and up to the very
highest levels of command. Topics such as campaigns, tactics, deployments,
equipment, morale, finances, are covered in detail, offering fascinating glimpses
of the functioning of armies in the 18th and early 19th centuries, and illustrating
the particular challenges of war in North America and its impact on the
population – native, enslaved, as well as settlers of European lineage. Other
military themes are also covered, such as the dynamics of leadership,
allegiance, and identity; patronage and promotion; intelligence and
communication; prisoners of war; and the daily lives of soldiers

• More information on brill.com/wna
Publication date: Q4 2020
Purchase Options and 2021 Prices
• Outright Purchase: € 9,500 / US $ 10,800
Subject
American History, History of Warfare
For more information please contact our Sales department
at sales@brill.com.

• Unique access to over 37,000 documents, spread across over 65,000 doublespread images
• All documents drawn from The National Archives, London, offering a British
view in this key period of North American history, tracking 60 years f from
colonialism to independence
• Supplemented with searchable index terms per document, an academic
introduction, further reading list, and maps
• Includes MARC 21 catalogue records
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Eustathius of Thessalonica, Commentary on the
Odyssey

This online publication offers a new text edition of the Byzantine
scholar and rhetorician Eusthathius of Thessalonica’s Commentary on
the Odyssey, composed during the latter half of the twelfth century CE,
and a modern, English translation of the Commentary. The
Commentary collects material from a wide range of different sources
which explain or expand on words, phrases and ideas in the Homeric
epic. Original comments are blended with extracts from earlier
commentators, especially the Homeric scholia. The text is an important
source for fragments of otherwise lost works of ancient literature, for
the history of exegesis and lexicography, and for Byzantine cultural
history.
This is the first complete critical edition of the text, and the first
translation of it into a modern language. Eric Cullhed (University of
Uppsala) and S. Douglas Olson (University of Minnesota) offer an up-todate standard text, critical, citation and source apparatus, and English
translation. The preface and the commentary on books one through
four are now available. Two further books will be added annually. The
expected date of completion is 2030
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•More information on brill.com/eooc
•IPublication date: OCT 2020
Purchase Options and 2021 Prices
• Outright Purchase: € 2,500 / US$ 2.825
Online subscription: € 350 / US$ 396
Subject
Classical Studies
For more information please contact our Sales department
at sales@brill.com.

Eustathius of Thessalonica, Commentary on the Iliad

This is the online version of the complete critical edition by Marchinus van
der Valk of Eusthathius of Thessalonica’s Commentary on the Iliad, composed
during the latter half of the twelfth century CE published in hard copy by Brill
between 1971–1987. The Commentary collects material from a wide range of
different sources which explain or expand on words, phrases and ideas in the
Homeric epics. Original comments are blended with extracts from earlier
commentators, especially the Homeric scholia.
The text is an important source for fragments of otherwise lost works of
ancient literature, for the history of exegesis and lexicography, and for
Byzantine cultural history. This edition traces the development of the text
from its origins in Constantinople to its final redaction in Thessalonica, noting
additions made by Eustathius to the margins of his own working manuscript.
The online version includes van der Valk’s extensive Latin preface and an
extensive source and critical apparatus.

•For more information brill.com/eioc
• Publication Date OCT 2020
Purchase Options and 2021 Prices
•Outright Purchase: € 1,500 / US$ 1,695
Online subscription: € 220 / US$249

Subject

Classical Studies

For more information please contact our Sales department
at sales@brill.com.
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Papyrologica Lugduno-Batava Online
Editors: Willy Clarysse, Koenraad Donker Van Heel, F.A.J. Hoogendijk
and Sven P. Vleeming

This collection includes the first 36 volumes of the series Papyrologica
Lugduno-Batava (1941-2018). It contains publications of papyrological, mainly
documentary texts, as well as articles and monographs, on the themes of law
and society in Ancient Egypt, in particular in the Graeco-Roman period. The
focus of the series lies on the Greek and Demotic sources, however attention is
also given to documents in Hieratic, Coptic and Latin. The series is a
publication of the Foundation for the Papyrological Institute of the University
of Leiden. The aim of the Foundation is the promotion of the study of Greek
and Demotic papyrology in Leiden. All publications in this series are peer
reviewed.
• More information on brill.com/plbo
•E-ISSN 2666-6960
Purchase Options and 2021 Prices
•Outright Purchase: € 2,750 / US$ 3,127
Subject
Classical Studies
For more information please contact our Sales department
at sales@brill.com.
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Apuleius Online

This online publication o fers the text of Apuleius' Metamorphoses, along with
the acclaimed Groningen Commentary Series to this text, and an English
translation. Additionally, the texts of Pro se de Magia and Florida are included
as well as commentaries for both works by Vincent Hunink.
Apuleius of Madauros wrote his eleven books of the Metamorphoses (or The
Golden Ass) in the late second century CE. It is the first fully extant specimen of
an extended Latin work of prose fiction. It is written in a Latin which on the
one hand shows elements of the everyday speech and of the colloquial language
of the period, but on the other hand incorporates these elements in a
sophisticated prose which bears the more general characteristics of an
archaizing, artificial language. For the study of Latin prose art as well as of the
development of everyday or colloquial Latin this work is an important
monument, representative of the Latin prose art of the period. Apart from a
purely philological and linguistic point of view, this text is equally important for
the study of the development of Latin and European literature. Virtually lost
during the Early Middle Ages, the Metamorphoses came to be known and
imitated from the fourteenth century onwards, and has undoubtedly played an
important role during the emergence of the novelistic literature of Western
Europe.

• More information on brill.com/apo
•E-ISSN 2666-867Z
Publication Date JUN 2020
Purchase Options and 2021 Prices
•Outright Purchase: € 3,966 / US$ 4,601
Online sybscription: € 567 / US$ 658
Subject
General, Classical Studies
For more information please contact our Sales department
at sales@brill.com.

The acclaimed Groningen commentary to the Metamorphoses was published as
a multi-volume book series between 1977 and 2015 by the Groningen
Commentaries on Apuleius group. It includes the text itself, a commentary and
a translation. The complete series is now available online for the first time.
A commentary on Book III of the Metamorphoses is still missing from the online
edition. Dr Leonardo Costantini is currently working on completing the work
(forthcoming, 2022). In print, the Groningen commentary is also available as a
set in the series Apuleius Madaurensis.
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Amsterdam Studies in Classical Philology Online

The Amsterdam Studies in Classical Philology is a series of studies on Greek
and Latin language and literature that are informed by modern literary and
linguistic theories (e.g. functional grammar, discourse linguistics, narratology)
and their interaction. This online collection includes works by prominent
Dutch scholars such as Albert Rijksbaron and Harm Pinkster, representing the
influential linguistically-informed "Amsterdam" approach to classical
scholarship. The collection, containing both monographs and edited volumes,
includes all 31 volumes of the Amsterdam Studies. As of volume 32, the series
will be continued as The Language of Classical Literature .
•More information on brill.com/aspo
•ISBN 97890044199025
Purchase Options and 2021 Prices
•Outright Purchase: € 2,507 / US$ 2,7908
Subject
Classical Studies
For more information please contact our Sales department
at sales@brill.com.
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Lexikon der christlichen Ikonographie Online
Adding flexibility, user-friendliness, and multilinguality to Kirschbaum's reference work

Editor: Hans Brandhorst

A beta version is now available. Feedback is very welcome.
This online edition of the LCI combines the valuable content of the unique iconographical
reference work with the possibilities of the Digital Humanities: links to other databases and
sources, connections to millions of images, and Google Translate support for English, French,
and Italian
The Lexikon der christlichen Ikonographie - Lexicon of Christian Iconography (LCI) is an
eight-volume iconographical reference work on motifs of Christian tradition prepared by
Kirschbaum and his successors. Volumes 1-4 cover general iconographic terms, giving the
context of individual subjects and themes. Volumes 5-8 cover the iconography of saints. In
addition to the iconography of a motif or saint, the articles list the most important sources,
often a short biography and a short list of the most important research literature. Illustrations
represent essential types of the respective picture object. Although the first volume of the LCI
was published in 1968 and the eighth in 1976 it remains the standard work in German to this
day and has been reissued several times unchanged. The new Brill online publication
combines the valuable content with the advantages of digitization.
The digital edition
A completely revised edition of the LCI’s content and an English translation would have taken
years to produce. More importantly perhaps, a complete overhaul of its content would have
disconnected the lexicon from the thousands of references in scholarly literature pointing to
the LCI by volume and column number. Hence, we decided to produce the first digital edition
of the LCI in a more cautious manner.
The first step towards a digital edition had to be to improve the ease-of-use of the lexicon,
while preserving the original layout and content of the lemmata and the articles. To facilitate
navigation, the pages have been digitized, while the lemmata and the full text of the eight
volumes have been made browsable and searchable. Because Google translate has been
incorporated in the database, the German language text can easily be translated in English,
French, Italian and Dutch. Each lemma is now provided with an Iconclass [ note 1] notation
and directly linked to Brill’s Arkyves [ note 2] database, a treasure trove of images to illustrate
the various motifs and themes. Linking to other databases, either in Open Access or
subscription based, is a work in progress.

• For more information brill.com/lcio
•Publication Date Q1 2021
Purchase Options and 2021 Prices
• Outright Purchase: € 3,400 / US$ 3.944
Subject
Art History, Biblical Studies, Book
History, History, EasternChristianity

For more information please contact our Sales department
at sales@brill.com.

Special Features:
- Full text searchable in German
- The Iconclass [ note 1] encoding automatically added more than 100,000 keywords in
German, English, French, Italian and Portuguese, a first but important step towards
multilingual accessibility
- Page overview of all 2840 pages in the LCI in one giant zoomable and clickable Metabotnik
[ note 3] image
- Lemma list in German (Concordances in English, French and Italian forthcoming)
- Because Google Translate is incorporated in LCI, English, French, Italian and Dutch versions
of the original German are automatically provided
- References are clickable and offer the opportunity to jump to the relevant page in the LCI
- Searchable by Iconclass codes [ note 1]
- Most black and white images in the original Lexicon now available in full color
- Direct link with Arkyves, containing more than 1 million images (full access for Arkyves
subscribers only)
- Direct link to Index of Medieval Art (Princeton University)
New features in development:
- English, French and Italian lemmalist
- Direct link to other databases and typological sources
- Direct link to English language Bible texts
Notes:
1. Iconclass is a multilingual iconographic classification system used internationally by
museums and other heritage institutes for describing and indexing images of art works, book
illustrations, reproductions and photographs ( www.iconclass.org)
2. Arkyves is both a unique database of images and texts and a meeting place for everyone who
wants to study imagery and publish about it ( brill.com/arko)
3. A Metabotnik is a giant zoomable image composed of one to an almost limitless number of
different images ( www.metabotnik.com)
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Encyclopedia of Jewish History and Culture Online &
Enzyklopädie jüdischer Geschichte und Kultur

This online English edition is available as a set alongside the German
Enzyklopädie jüdischer Geschichte und Kultur. The prices mentioned are
for the combined bundle of Encyclopedia of Jewish History Culture Online
and Enzyklopädie jüdischer Geschichte und Kultur. The English edition
will also be available in print.
From Europe to America to the Middle East, North Africa and other nonEuropean Jewish settlement areas the Encyclopedia of Jewish History and
Culture covers the recent history of the Jews from 1750 until the 1950s.
Translated from German into English, approximately 800 keywords
present the current state of international research and depict a complex
portrait of Jewish life - illustrated by many maps and images. About 40
key articles convey central themes on topics like autonomy, exile,
emancipation, literature, liturgy, music or the science of Judaism. The
seventh volume index offers a detailed list of persons, places and subjects
that creates a reliable reference for working with the encyclopedia. The
encyclopedia provides knowledge in an overall context and offers
academics and other interested readers new insights into Jewish history
and culture. It is an outstanding contribution to the understanding of
Judaism and modernity.
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•More information on brill.com/ejhc
•IISSN: 2468-8894
Purchase Options and 2021 Prices
• Outright Purchase: € 4,519 / US$ 5,242
Subscription Price € 868 / US$ 1,007
Subject
Jewish Studies
For more information please contact our Sales department
at sales@brill.com.

Middle Eastern Manuscripts Online 4:
The Shangoda Collections from Dagestan

Middle Eastern Manuscripts Online 4 (MEMO4) includes the 150 manuscripts
and a small number of printed works that form the collection of Rafi’
Shamghudi (1863-1932), a famous scholar and bibliophile from Shangoda, a
town in central Dagestan. The private collection was gathered by several
generations of scholars from the Shamghudi family. Rafi’ Shamghudi
inherited them and added further texts on his travels to Mecca, Yemen, and
Egypt.
When rumours of Shamghudi’s arrest reached his hometown, scholars
decided to hide the library in the basement of the local Friday mosque. The
library remained hidden throughout the Soviet period and was recovered
only in July 2001. The collection, with texts in Arabic and Persian, includes
copies from the Timurid period. All metadata is Library of Congresscompliant.

•More information on brill.com/mm4o
•Publication Date: AUG 2020
Purchase Options and 2021 Prices
•Outright Purchase: € 9,900 / US$112,100
Subject
CMiddle East and Islamic Studies; History & Culture
For more information please contact our Sales department
at sales@brill.com.

Middle Eastern Manuscripts Online 3:
Arabic Manuscripts from the Library of
the Hungarian Academy of Sciences in
Budapest

Middle Eastern Manuscripts Online 2:
The Ottoman Legacy of Levinus Warner

Purchase Options and 2021 Prices
Outright Purchase: € 16,604 / US$ 19, 261

Purchase Options and 2021 Prices
Outright Purchase: € 10,702/ US$ 12,41

Middle Eastern Manuscripts Online 1:
Pioneer Orientalists

Purchase Options and 2021 Prices
Outright Purchase: € 24,231/ US$ 28,108
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World Christian Encyclopedia Online

This in the online version of the third edition of the World Christian
Encyclopedia, one of the most-cited reference works in mission and World
Christianity studies. The Encyclopedia documents the changing status of World
Christianity over the past 120 years from historical and social scientific
perspectives. It records the continued shift of Christianity to the Global South
and contains estimates for religious and nonreligious a
liation in every
country of the world, including detail on Christianity to the denominational
level. This reference work features comprehensive descriptions of all Christian
traditions, including current information on the uniqueness of Christian
experiences around the world.
The online version is fully text searchable, contains cross references, links to the
World Christian Database and additional photo material.

• More information on brill.com/wceo
Publication date: AUG 2020
Purchase Options and 2021 Prices
•Outright Purchase: € 800 / US $ 890
Subject
General, Theology and World Christianity
For more information please contact our Sales department
at sales@brill.com.
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Neues System der philosophischen
Wissenschaften im Grundriss Online

Die Zeit der „philosophischen Systeme“ scheint seit Kant und Hegel endgültig
vorbei. Darum ist das Erscheinen des Werkes „Neues System der
philosophischen Wissenschaften im Grundriss“ ein geradezu spektakuläres
philosophisches Ereignis: Dirk Hartmann schließt mit seinem Werktitel bewusst
an Hegels „Enzyklopädie der philosophischen Wissenschaften im Grundrisse“
von 1817 an, um Absicht und Anspruch seines opus magnum deutlich zu
machen: Im Gegensatz zur verstärkten Fragmentarisierung und Spezialisierung
der Philosophie im 20. Jahrhundert geht Hartmann auf die philosophische
Behandlung des Ganzen: In sieben Bänden erörtert er die klassischen
philosophischen Problemstellungen in ihrem Zusammenhang – gleichermaßen
für die Natur- wie die Geisteswissenschaften – nicht katalogisch nacheinander,
sondern indem er sie konsequent auseinander entwickelt.
Als ein für das gesamte Werk grundlegendes Prinzip, das Hartmann als
Sinnprinzip begründet, erweist sich das Prinzip der Wissbarkeit – dass das
Wahre prinzipiell gewusst werden kann. In diesem antirealistischen Prinzip –
der „einen Idee“, von der Kant spricht - manifestiert sich der Idealismus in
seiner modernen, zeitgemäßen Form.
Dieses Referenzwerk ist auch erhältlich als siebenbändige Print-Publikation.

•More information on brill.com/spwo
Publication Date NOV 2020

Purchase Options and 2021 Prices
•Outright Purchase: € 2.499 / US$ 2.849
Subject
Philosophy

For more information please contact our Sales department
at sales@brill.com.

7 Volumes, online (SPWO)and print (SPWP):
Volume I: Erkenntnistheorie = published October 2020
ISBN 978-3-95743-202-5
Volume II: Mathematik und Naturwissenschaft = scheduled for December 2020
ISBN 978-3-95743-204-9
Volume III: Physik, Chemie, Kosmologie = scheduled for 2021
ISBN 978-3-95743-217-9
Volume IV: Biologie, Naturgeschichte, Neurowissenschaft = scheduled for 2021
ISBN 978-3-95743-221-6
Volume V: Psychologie und Geisteswissenschaft = scheduled for 2022
ISBN 978-3-95743-216-2
Volume VI: Metaphysik A: des Seins = scheduled for 2022
ISBN 978-3-95743-220-9
Volume VII.1: Metaphysik B: der Sitten = scheduled for 2023
ISBN 978-3-95743-219-3
Volume VII.2: Metaphysik B: der Sitten = scheduled for 2025
ISBN 978-3-95743-218-6
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Book History Online
Editor: Andrew Pettegree

Recently updated!
Update: This update of Book History Online updates and expands existing
records, as well as adding new book series and journals to the database. This
includes the augmentation of three magisterial book history series, the
Edinburgh History of the Book in Scotland, Cambridge History of the Book
in Britain and Cambridge History of Libraries in Britain and Ireland, all of
which are now fully searchable by individually authored article. This
update also includes seven new multi-volume book history series, including
the recently published Edinburgh History of Reading. In addition to these
ten new and expanded series, eight journals have been added in their
entirety, including full updates to Book History and Jaarboek voor
Nederlandse Boekgeschiedenis. Ongoing refinements to the existing
metadata also continue to improve the filter system and enhance
searchability. These records are now enriched by being comprehensive,
more accurate and fully searchable in the database.
Book History Online (BHO) is the international bibliography in the field of
book and library history. It provides a comprehensive survey of all scholarly
publications written from a historical perspective. Included are monographs,
articles and reviews dealing with the history of the printed book, its arts,
crafts, techniques and equipment, its economic, social and cultural
environment, as well as its production, distribution, preservation and
description. In particular, BHO contains information on topics such as
papermaking, bookbinding, book illustration, type design, typefounding,
bibliophily, book collecting, libraries and individuals.
Features
- Access to nearly 120,000 records
- Logging scholarly publications from the late 19th century until today
- Entries ordered by subject, country or period
- Covering over 40 languages (predominantly German, English, French and
Dutch)
- Search by title, author, keyword, language and more
- Personal tools include save searches, search alerts and exporting tools
- Updated regularly
BHO is the online continuation of the Annual Bibliography of the History of
the Printed Book and Libraries (ABHB), initially edited by Hendrik D.L.
Vervliet and subsequently by the Department of Special Collections of the
Koninklijke Bibliotheek (The Hague). The first volume was published in 1970.
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•More information on brill.com/bho
• ISSN 2213-2732
Publication date SEP 2012
Purchase Options and 2021 Prices
• Outright Purchase: € 7.998 / US$ 9,278
Online subscription: € 958 / US$ 1,111

Subject
Book History
For more information please contact our Sales department
at sales@brill.com.

Maimonides’ Medical Works Online

Maimonides Medical Works Online aims to provide critical editions of all
surviving medical works by the famous rabbi, philosopher and medical doctor
Moses Maimonides (1138-1204).
Born in Muslim Spain, his career took him to Morocco and Egypt, where he
became the personal physician to the famous ruler Saladin. His work was wellreceived both by Muslims and non-Muslims all over the Islamic world. This
unique online publication brings together the translations of all Maimonides’
surviving medical works as translated and edited by Gerrit Bos and a host of
other experts in the field.
Maimonides Medical Works Online is of great value to those with an academic
interest in Medieval History, Middle Eastern and Jewish History and History of
Medicine and Science. It is published on Scholarly Editions, Brill’s bespoke
platform for Text Editions. This platform o fers many convenient features for
working with Text Editions including: side-by-side reading of original and
translated texts, easy features for citing and exporting, customizable text
scaling, support for right-to-left text scripts and more.

• More information on brill.com/mmwo
Publication Date JUN 2020
Purchase Options and 2021 Prices
•Outright Purchase Price € 3.090 / US $ 3.584
Subject
Subjects: Middle East & Islamic Studies, Jewish Studies,
History
For more information please contact our Sales department
at sales@brill.com.
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Peshitta Online

The Syriac translation of the Old Testament made on the basis of the Hebrew
text during the second century CE is now available online. Much like the Greek
translations of the Old Testament, this version is an important source for our
knowledge of the text of the Old Testament. Its language is also of great interest
to linguists.
The present edition, published by the Peshitta Institute in Amsterdam on behalf
of the International Organization for the Study of the Old Testament, is the first
scholarly edition of this text. It presents the evidence of all known ancient
manuscripts and gives full introductions to the individual books

Features & Benefits
-The first scholarly edition of this text
-Also available in print (15 volumes available, 2 volumes to follow)

• More information on brill.com/lpeso
ISSN: 2589-7055
Publication Date NOV 2020
Purchase Options and 2021 Prices
Outright Purchase: € 3,811 / US$ 4,514
Online subscription: € 535 / US$ 621
Subject
Biblical Studies and Early Christianity

For more information please contact our Sales department
at sales@brill.com.
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Forthcoming Online Resources in 2021
Natuurkundige Commissie Archives Online
Purchase Options and 2021 Prices
OPEN ACCESS

Encyclopaedia Iranica Online
Purchase Options and 202 Prices
Outright Purchase: yet to be decided

Supplements to The History of Afghanistan
Purchase Options and 2021 Prices
Outright Purchase: € 329 / US$ 389

Jewish and Christian Perspectives Online E-Book Collection
Purchase Options and 2021 Prices
Outright Purchase: € 3,409 / US$ 3,954
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• African Studies

• International Law

• American Studies

• International Relations

• Ancient Near East and Egypt

• Jewish Studies

• Art History

• Languages and Linguistics

• Asian Studies

• Literature and Cultural Studies

• Biblical Studies and Early Christianity

• Media Studies

• Biology

• Middle East and Islamic Studies

• Book History and Cartography

• Philosophy

• Classical Studies

• Religious Studies

• Education

• Slavic and Eurasian Studies

• History

• Social Sciences

• Human Rights and Humanitarian Law

